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Being No One
2004-08-20

according to thomas metzinger no such things as selves exist in the world nobody ever had or was a self
all that exists are phenomenal selves as they appear in conscious experience the phenomenal self
however is not a thing but an ongoing process it is the content of a transparent self model in being no
one metzinger a german philosopher draws strongly on neuroscientific research to present a
representationalist and functional analysis of what a consciously experienced first person perspective
actually is building a bridge between the humanities and the empirical sciences of the mind he develops
new conceptual toolkits and metaphors uses case studies of unusual states of mind such as agnosia
neglect blindsight and hallucinations and offers new sets of multilevel constraints for the concept of
consciousness metzinger s central question is how exactly does strong consciously experienced
subjectivity emerge out of objective events in the natural world his epistemic goal is to determine
whether conscious experience in particular the experience of being someone that results from the
emergence of a phenomenal self can be analyzed on subpersonal levels of description he also asks if and
how our cartesian intuitions that subjective experiences as such can never be reductively explained are
themselves ultimately rooted in the deeper representational structure of our conscious minds

Being No One
2003

examine the inner workings of the mind and learn what consciousness and a sense of self really means
and if it even exists we re used to thinking about the self as an independent entity something that we
either have or are in the ego tunnel philosopher thomas metzinger claims otherwise no such thing as a
self exists the conscious self is the content of a model created by our brain an internal image but one we
cannot experience as an image everything we experience is a virtual self in a virtual reality but if the self
is not real why and how did it evolve how does the brain construct it do we still have souls free will
personal autonomy or moral accountability in a time when the science of cognition is becoming as
controversial as evolution the ego tunnel provides a stunningly original take on the mystery of the mind

The Ego Tunnel
2009-03-17

mathematical logic and model theory a brief introduction offers a streamlined yet easy to read
introduction to mathematical logic and basic model theory it presents in a self contained manner the
essential aspects of model theory needed to understand model theoretic algebra as a profound
application of model theory in algebra the last part of this book develops a complete proof of ax and
kochen s work on artin s conjecture about diophantine properties of p adic number fields the character of
model theoretic constructions and results differ quite significantly from that commonly found in algebra
by the treatment of formulae as mathematical objects it is therefore indispensable to first become
familiar with the problems and methods of mathematical logic therefore the text is divided into three
parts an introduction into mathematical logic chapter 1 model theory chapters 2 and 3 and the model
theoretic treatment of several algebraic theories chapter 4 this book will be of interest to both advanced
undergraduate and graduate students studying model theory and its applications to algebra it may also
be used for self study

The Mind Styles Model
1998-01-01

model theory is an important area of mathematical logic which has deep philosophical roots many
philosophical applications and great philosophical interest in itself the aim of this book is to introduce
organise survey and develop these connections between philosophy and model theory for the benefit of
philosophers and logicians alike

Mathematical Logic and Model Theory
2011-08-21



the phenomenon of consciousness has always been a central question for philosophers and scientists
emerging in the past decade are new approaches to the understanding of consciousness in a scientific
light this book presents a series of essays by leading thinkers giving an account of the current ideas
prevalent in the scientific study of consciousness the value of the book lies in the discussion of this
interesting though complex subject from different points of view ranging from physics and computer
science to the cognitive sciences reviews of controversial ideas related to the philosophy of mind from
western and eastern sources including classical indian first person methodologies provide a breadth of
coverage that has seldom been attempted in a book before additionally chapters relating to the new
approaches in computational modeling of higher order cognitive function and consciousness are included
the book is of great value for established as well as young researchers from a wide cross section of
interdisciplinary scientific backgrounds aiming to pursue research in this field as well as an informed
public presents the latest developments in the scientific study of consciousness critically reviews
different theoretical and philosophical explanations related to the subject an important book for both
students and researchers in designing research projects on consciousness

Philosophy and Model Theory
2018

david w mann proposes a new view of the self as defined by the dimensions of reflexivity bodiness and
time these are fused in feeling into an irreducable kernal of psychic reality emanating from the very
centre of the being mann suggests that this theory can shape one s understanding of various psychiatric
disorders and one s behaviour during a therapy session

Models of Brain and Mind
2008-02-14

this self contained book is an exposition of the fundamental ideas of model theory it presents the
necessary background from logic set theory and other topics of mathematics only some degree of
mathematical maturity and willingness to assimilate ideas from diverse areas are required the book can
be used for both teaching and self study ideally over two semesters it is primarily aimed at graduate
students in mathematical logic who want to specialise in model theory however the first two chapters
constitute the first introduction to the subject and can be covered in one semester course to senior
undergraduate students in mathematical logic the book is also suitable for researchers who wish to use
model theory in their work

A Simple Theory of the Self
1994-01-01

this text provides a comprehensive overview of three theoretical perspectives proposed during the past
decade addressing the self determination construct as it applies to the field of special education the
three models were selected primarily because they have focused on defining and categorizing self
determination for all students with disabilities including students with mental retardation and other
cognitive disabilities these models are intended to provide students and practitioners a solid grounding in
self determination theory all models have been evaluated among students with cognitive disabilities but
are applicable to all students with or without disabilities the authors research each model and have
applied their own theoretical framework to special education ensuring that interventions to promote skills
like problem solving goal setting decision making and self advocacy are in place for all students by
reading this text the reader will gain a solid theoretically based foundation in understanding the self
determination construct which ultimately supports the development of instructional interventions that
enable students with disabilities to become self determined it will be useful as a text in upper
undergraduate and graduate courses in special education psychology social work welfare general
education vocational rehabilitation and disability studies

A Course on Basic Model Theory
2017-09-05

an innovative and largely self contained textbook bringing model theory to an undergraduate audience



THEORY IN SELF-DETERMINATION
2003-01-01

description of human behavior which sees all behavior as aimed at attaining goals

An Invitation to Model Theory
2019-04-18

researching the self originated in a conference held at the university of amsterdam in 2005 where
scholars from various academic backgrounds presented their current theories and research one central
theme that emerged from the conference is the need for interdisciplinarity in the study of self the
present volume tries to meet this need as it covers fields as diverse as psychology anthropology
neuroscience philosophy sociology and computer science additionally the authors have contributed
interdisciplinary reflections in which they contemplate the other contributions to the present volume and
consider integrating this work with their own what are the neural correlates of self can individuals have
multiple selves how do selves depend on other people will engineers ever construct artificial selves what
is the problem of self we are trying to solve what does the future hold for the self do selves really exist as
i read the other entries in the current volume i was struck by the implications that the many different
perspectives on the self had for each other gillihan this volume we must continue to keep in mind what
we know what we don t know and what we only think we know in order to successfully conquer this
interdisciplinary problem of the self gorman and keenan this volume

On the Self-Regulation of Behavior
2001-05-07

essays defend discuss and critique specific theories of consciousness with respect to various
psychopathologies in disturbed consciousness philosophers and other scholars examine various
psychopathologies in light of specific philosophical theories of consciousness the contributing authors
some of them discussing or defending their own theoretical work consider not only how a theory of
consciousness can account for a specific psychopathological condition but also how the characteristics of
a psychopathology might challenge such a theory thus one essay defends the higher order thought hot
theory of consciousness against the charge that it cannot account for somatoparaphrenia a delusion in
which one denies ownership of a limb another essay argues that various attempts to explain away such
anomalies within subjective theories of consciousness fail other essays consider such topics as the
application of a model of unified consciousness to cases of brain bisection and dissociative identity
disorder prefrontal and parietal underconnectivity in autism and other psychopathologies self deception
and the self model theory of subjectivity schizophrenia and the vehicle theory of consciousness and a
shift in emphasis away from an internal or brainbound approach to psychopathology to an interactive one
each essay offers a distinctive perspective from the intersection of philosophy consciousness research
and psychiatry contributors alexandre billon andrew brook paula droege rocco j gennaro philip gerrans
william hirstein jakob hohwy uriah kriegel timothy lane thomas metzinger erik myin inez myin germeys
myrto mylopoulos gerard o brien jon opie j kevin o regan iuliia pliushch robert van gulick

Researching the Self
2021-02-19

this book introduces a generic approach to model the use and adaptation of mental models including the
control over this in their mental processes humans often make use of internal mental models as a kind of
blueprints for processes that can take place in the world or in other persons by internal mental simulation
of such a mental model in their brain they can predict and be prepared for what can happen in the future
usually mental models are adaptive they can be learned refined revised or forgotten for example
although there is a huge literature on mental models in various disciplines a systematic account of how
to model them computationally in a transparent manner is lacking this approach allows for computational
modeling of humans using mental models without a need for any algorithmic or programming skills
allowing for focus on the process of conceptualizing modeling and simulating complex real world mental
processes and behaviors the book is suitable for and is used as course material for multidisciplinary
master and ph d students



Disturbed Consciousness
2024-05-28

among the most influential models in contemporary behavioral science self determination theory sdt
offers a broad framework for understanding the factors that promote human motivation and
psychological flourishing in this authoritative work sdt cofounders richard m ryan and edward l deci
systematically review the theory s conceptual underpinnings empirical evidence base and practical
applications across the lifespan ryan and deci demonstrate that supporting people s basic needs for
competence relatedness and autonomy is critically important for virtually all aspects of individual and
societal functioning jacket

Mental Models and Their Dynamics, Adaptation, and Control
2022-01-26

the human mind is one of the most extraordinary mysteries of the contemporary sciences and philosophy
we know for sure that we have one and that we have feelings and conscious experience but why is that
this anthology addresses contemporary issues in the field of study that is the philosophy of mind it is
divided into five main parts i the concept of self in the contemporary philosophy of mind ii sensory
experience odors vision and colors iii artificial intelligence the future the ethics and the costs iv the
relationship between neuroscience and philosophy and finally v the influences and history of the
philosophy of mind this book will be useful for specialists of the field but also for others who are
interested in some of the more updated sciences of the mind

Self-Determination Theory
2018-11-06

is there a theory that explains the essence of consciousness or is consciousness itself just an illusion the
last great mystery of science consciousness is a topic that was banned from serious research for most of
the last century but is now an area of increasing popular interest as well as a rapidly expanding area of
study for students of psychology philosophy and neuroscience this ground breaking textbook by best
selling author susan blackmore was the first of its kind to bring together all the major theories of
consciousness studies from those based on neuroscience to those based on quantum theory or eastern
philosophy the book examines topics such as how subjective experiences arise from objective brain
processes the basic neuroscience of consciousness altered states of consciousness out of body and near
death experiences and the effects of drugs dreams and meditation it also explores the nature of self the
possibility of artificial consciousness in robots and the question of whether animals are conscious the new
edition has been fully revised to include the latest developments in neuroscience brain scanning
techniques and artificial consciousness and robotics the new website includes self assessment exercises
advanced further reading flashcards and mcqs for all those intrigued by what it means to be to exist this
book could radically transform your understanding of your own consciousness

Philosophy of Mind
2017-08-21

civilization rests on a series of successful conversations sam harris neuroscientist philosopher podcaster
and bestselling author sam harris has been exploring some of the greatest questions concerning the
human mind society and the events that shape our world harris s search for deeper understanding of
how we think has led him to engage and exchange with some of our most brilliant and controversial
contemporary minds daniel kahneman robert sapolsky anil seth and max tegmark in order to unpack and
clarify ideas of consciousness free will extremism and ethical living for harris honest conversation no
matter how difficult or contentious represents the only path to moral and intellectual progress featuring
eleven conversations from the hit podcast these electric exchanges fuse wisdom with rigorous
interrogation to shine a light on what it means to make sense of our world today i don t have many can t
miss podcasts but making sense is right at the top of that short list stephen fry sam harris is the most
intellectually courageous man i know richard dawkins



Consciousness
2013-11-26

this challenging book with excellent contributions from international social scientists focuses on the link
between body and memory that specifically refers to the use of digital technologies neuroscientists know
very well that human beings automatically and unconsciously organize their experience in their bodies
into spatial units whose confines are established by changes in location temporality and the interactive
elements that determine it our memories might be less reliable than those of the average computer but
they are just as capacious much more flexible and even more user friendly the aim of the present book is
to outline by the body what we know of the sociology of memory the authors and editors believe that an
analysis at the sociological level will prove valuable in throwing light on accounts of human behavior at
the interpersonal and social level and will play an important role in our capacity to understand the
neurobiological factors that underpin the various types of memory this book is an ideal resource for
advanced and postgraduate students in social sciences as well as practitioners in the field of information
and communication technologies scholarly and accessible in tone learning from memory body memory
and technology in a globalizing world will be read and enjoyed by members of the general public and the
professional audience alike

Neuromanagement and Neuromarketing
2022-10-18

feelings argues for the counter intuitive idea that feelings do not cause behavior but rather follow from
behavior and are in fact the way that we know about our own bodily states and behaviors this point of
view often associated with william james is called self perception theory self perception theory can be
empirically tested by manipulating bodily states and behaviors in order to see if the corresponding
feelings are produced in this volume james d laird presents hundreds of studies all demonstrating that
feelings do indeed follow from behavior behaviors that have been manipulated include facial expressions
of emotion autonomic arousal actions gaze and postures the feelings that have been induced include
happiness anger fear romantic love liking disliking hunger and feelings of familiarity these feelings do not
feel like knowledge because they are knowledge by acquaintance such as the knowledge we have of how
an apple tastes rather than verbal knowledge by description such as the knowledge that apples are red
round and edible many professional theories of human behavior as well as common sense explain actions
by an appeal to feelings as causes laird argues to the contrary that if feelings are information about
behaviors that are already ongoing feelings cannot be causes and that the whole mechanistic model of
human behavior as caused in this sense seems mistaken he proposes an alternative cybernetic model
involving hierarchically stacked control systems in this model feelings provide feedback to the control
systems and in a further elaboration this model suggests that the stack of control systems matches a
similar stack of levels of organization of the world an original contribution to the study of the relationship
between feelings and behavior the volume will be of interest to social emotional and cognitive
psychologists

Making Sense
2020-08-11

although everyone has goals only some people successfully attain their respective goals on a regular
basis with this in mind the author attempts to answer the question of why some people are more
successful than others he begins with the assumption that the key to personal success is effective
decision making and then utilizes his own theory the self regulation model to explain the origin and
nature of individual differences in decision making competence the author also summarizes a number of
existing models of decision making and risk taking this book has two primary goals to provide a
comprehensive review of the developmental literature on the decision making skills of children
adolescents and adults and to propose a theoretical model of decision making skill that offers a better
description of this skill than prior accounts taken together the literature review and theoretical model
help the reader acquire a clear sense of the development of decision making skills as well as reasons for
the developmental differences that seem to emerge



Learning from Memory
2011-05-25

this authoritative multidisciplinary overview of altered states of consciousness asc shows how their study
is necessary to gain a fundamental understanding of human culture history and biology altered
consciousness is one of humanity s most mystical and life altering aspects these remarkable changes in
mental state have understandably been a topic of general interest and scientific inquiry across time
beyond simply satisfying our curiosity however studies focused upon altered consciousness can also
bring valuable insights into our experience biology and culture this unprecedented two volume set will
intrigue anyone interested in psychology biology and neurology science history arts and the humanities
and literature on consciousness from general readers to scholars and researchers an impressive
collection of international contributors address altered states of consciousness from the perspectives of
history evolution psychology culture literature human biology contemporary science and society seeking
to illuminate the causes effects and meanings of altered consciousness the first volume provides an
introduction and centers on the importance of altered states in history culture and the humanities while
the second volume presents biological and psychological perspectives on altered consciousness and
examines their potential for healing and pathology

Feelings
2007-01-11

putting subjectivity back in psychology and in social sciences is the aim of this volume subjectivity is a
core psychological dimension but frequently forgotten without a full understanding of the uniqueness of
each human life our understanding of psychological life fails to reach its aim this book explores precisely
the field of subjectivity offering the reader different and innovative views on this challenging theme this
book is an asset for all those interested in understanding how the mind operates as a subjectifying
process and how this subjectifying mind is simultaneously the product and the content of feeling an
unique and unrepeatable subjective life by bringing together renowned and emergent experts in the field
it provides a fresh new look on the human mind the reader will find thought provoking and challenging
contributions of 26 different scholars from 10 countries it covers a wide range of perspectives and
approaches such as dialogical perspectives cultural psychology approaches developmental psychology
feminist perspectives semiotics and anthropology this volume will be very much recommended for all
sorts of scholars and students in social and human sciences interested in the human mind and in
subjectivity it will be adequate for different levels of teaching from undergraduate to master courses it
also meant to be understood for all readers interested in the topic

The Nature and Development of Decision-making
2013-04-15

a comprehensive proposal for a conceptual framework for describing conscious experience in dreams
integrating philosophy of mind sleep and dream research and interdisciplinary consciousness studies
dreams conceived as conscious experience or phenomenal states during sleep offer an important
contrast condition for theories of consciousness and the self yet although there is a wealth of empirical
research on sleep and dreaming its potential contribution to consciousness research and philosophy of
mind is largely overlooked this might be due in part to a lack of conceptual clarity and an underlying
disagreement about the nature of the phenomenon of dreaming itself in dreaming jennifer windt lays the
groundwork for solving this problem she develops a conceptual framework describing not only what it
means to say that dreams are conscious experiences but also how to locate dreams relative to such
concepts as perception hallucination and imagination as well as thinking knowledge belief deception and
self consciousness arguing that a conceptual framework must be not only conceptually sound but also
phenomenologically plausible and carefully informed by neuroscientific research windt integrates her
review of philosophical work on dreaming both historical and contemporary with a survey of the most
important empirical findings this allows her to work toward a systematic and comprehensive new
theoretical understanding of dreaming informed by a critical reading of contemporary research findings
windt s account demonstrates that a philosophical analysis of the concept of dreaming can provide an
important enrichment and extension to the conceptual repertoire of discussions of consciousness and the
self and raises new questions for future research



Altering Consciousness
2011-05-18

the cambridge handbook of consciousness is the first of its kind in the field and its appearance marks a
unique time in the history of intellectual inquiry on the topic after decades during which consciousness
was considered beyond the scope of legitimate scientific investigation consciousness re emerged as a
popular focus of research towards the end of the last century and it has remained so for nearly 20 years
there are now so many different lines of investigation on consciousness that the time has come when the
field may finally benefit from a book that pulls them together and by juxtaposing them provides a
comprehensive survey of this exciting field an authoritative desk reference which will also be suitable as
an advanced textbook

The Subjectified and Subjectifying Mind
2017-01-01

trauma dissociation and multiplicity provides psychoanalytic insights into dissociation in particular
dissociative identity disorder did and offers a variety of responses to the questions of self identity and
dissociation with contributions from a range of clinicians from both america and europe areas of
discussion include the concept of dissociation and the current lack of understanding on this topic the
verbal language of trauma and dissociation the meaning of children s art the dissociative defence from
the average to the extreme pioneering new theoretical concepts on multiple bodies this book brings
together latest findings from research and neuroscience as well as examples from clinical practice and
includes work from survivor writers as such this book will be of interest to specialists in the field of
dissociation as well as psychoanalysts both experienced and in training this book follows on from valerie
sinason s attachment trauma and multiplicity second edition and represents a confident theoretical step
forward

Dreaming
2015-06-05

consciousness is arguably the most important interdisciplinary area in contemporary philosophy of mind
with an explosion of research over the past thirty years from philosophers psychologists and scientists it
is also perhaps the most puzzling aspect of the world despite the fact that it is familiar to each of us
consciousness also seems resistant to any straightforward physical explanation this book introduces
readers to the contemporary problem of consciousness providing a clear introduction to the overall
landscape and a fair minded critical survey of various theories of consciousness beginning with essential
historical background to the problem of consciousness rocco gennaro explores the following key topics
and debates the metaphysical problem of consciousness including varieties of dualism and materialism
consciousness and neuroscience particularly the question of whether consciousness can be reduced to
brain activity or attentional mechanisms representational and cognitive theories of consciousness
consciousness and psychopathology animals machines and consciousness extensive use is made of
interesting phenomena throughout the book ranging from blindsight synaesthesia and change blindness
to phantom limb syndrome split brain cases and dissociative identity disorder did the inclusion of chapter
summaries annotated further reading and a glossary make this book essential reading for anyone
seeking a clear and informative overview of the problem of consciousness not only in philosophy but
related fields such as psychology and cognitive science

The Cambridge Handbook of Consciousness
2007-05-14

this book presents an analysis of the correlation between the mind and the body a complex topic of study
and discussion by scientists and philosophers drawing largely on neuroscience and philosophy the author
utilizes the scientific method and incorporates lessons learned from a vast array of sources based on the
most recent cutting edge scientific discoveries on the mind body problem tomasi presents a full
examination of multiple fields related to neuroscience the volume offers a scientist based and student
friendly journey into medicine psychology artificial intelligence embodied cognition and social ecological
and anthropological models of perception to discover our truest self



Trauma, Dissociation and Multiplicity
2013-03-01

researching the self originated in a conference held at the university of amsterdam in 2005 where
scholars from various academic backgrounds presented their current theories and research one central
theme that emerged from the conference is the need for interdisciplinarity in the study of self the
present volume tries to meet this need as it covers fields as diverse as psychology anthropology
neuroscience philosophy sociology and computer science additionally the authors have contributed
interdisciplinary reflections in which they contemplate the other contributions to the present volume and
consider integrating this work with their own â what are the neural correlates of self â can individuals
have multiple selves â how do selves depend on other people â will engineers ever construct artificial
selves â what is the problem of self we are trying to solve â what does the future hold for the self â do
selves really exist â oeas i read the other entries in the current volume i was struck by the implications
that the many different perspectives on the self had for each otherâ gillihan this volume â oewe must
continue to keep in mind what we know what we donâ tm t know and what we only think we know in
order to successfully conquer this interdisciplinary problem of the selfâ gorman and keenan this volume

Consciousness
2016-10-04

4e cognition embodied embedded enactive and extended is a relatively young and thriving field of
interdisciplinary research it assumes that cognition is shaped and structured by dynamic interactions
between the brain body and both the physical and social environments with essays from leading scholars
and researchers the oxford handbook of 4e cognition investigates this recent paradigm it addresses the
central issues of embodied cognition by focusing on recent trends such as bayesian inference and
predictive coding and presenting new insights such as the development of false belief understanding the
oxford handbook of 4e cognition also introduces new theoretical paradigms for understanding emotion
and conceptualizing the interactions between cognition language and culture with an entire section
dedicated to the application of 4e cognition in disciplines such as psychiatry and robotics and critical
notes aimed at stimulating discussion this oxford handbook is the definitive guide to 4e cognition aimed
at neuroscientists psychologists psychiatrists and philosophers the oxford handbook of 4e cognition will
be essential reading for anyone with an interest in this young and thriving field

Critical Neuroscience and Philosophy
2020-01-30

kant goethe schiller and other eighteenth century german intellectuals loom large in the history of the
humanities both in terms of their individual achievements and their collective embodiment of the values
that inform modern humanistic inquiry taking full account of the manifold challenges that the humanities
face today this volume recasts the question of their viability by tracing their long disputed premises in
german literature and philosophy through insightful analyses of key texts alexander mathäs mounts a
broad defense of the humanistic tradition emphasizing its pursuit of a universal ethics and ability to
render human experiences comprehensible through literary imagination

Researching the Self
2007

consciousness the last great mystery for science remains a hot topic how can a physical brain create our
experience of the world what creates our identity do we really have free will could consciousness itself be
an illusion exciting new developments in brain science are continuing the debates on these issues and
the field has now expanded to include biologists neuroscientists psychologists and philosophers this
controversial book clarifies the potentially confusing arguments and the major theories whilst also
outlining the amazing pace of discoveries in neuroscience covering areas such as the construction of self
in the brain mechanisms of attention the neural correlates of consciousness and the physiology of altered
states of consciousness susan blackmore highlights our latest findings about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area
these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors
combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics



highly readable

The Oxford Handbook of 4E Cognition
2018-08-30

health psychology is a rapidly expanding discipline at the interface of psychology and clinical medicine
this new edition is fully reworked and revised offering an entirely up to date comprehensive accessible
one stop resource for clinical psychologists mental health professionals and specialists in health related
matters there are two new editors susan ayers from the university of sussex and kenneth wallston from
vanderbilt university medical center the prestigious editorial team and their international interdisciplinary
cast of authors have reconceptualised their much acclaimed handbook the book is now in two parts part i
covers psychological aspects of health and illness assessments interventions and healthcare practice
part ii covers medical matters listed in alphabetical order among the many new topics added are diet and
health ethnicity and health clinical interviewing mood assessment communicating risk medical
interviewing diagnostic procedures organ donation ivf mmr hrt sleep disorders skin disorders depression
and anxiety disorders

Beyond Posthumanism
2020-02-01

this book brings together an international group of neuroscientists and philosophers who are
investigating how the content of subjective experience is correlated with events in the brain the
fundamental methodological problem in consciousness research is the subjectivity of the target
phenomenon the fact that conscious experience under standard conditions is always tied to an individual
first person perspective the core empirical question is whether and how physical states of the human
nervous system can be mapped onto the content of conscious experience the search for the neural
correlates of consciousness ncc has become a highly active field of investigation in recent years methods
such as single cell recording in monkeys and brain imaging and electrophysiology in humans applied to
such phenomena as blindsight implicit explicit cognition and binocular rivalry have generated a wealth of
data the same period has seen the development of a number of theories about ncc location this volume
brings together the leading experimentalists and theoreticians in the field topics include foundational and
evolutionary issues global integration vision consciousness and the nmda receptor complex
neuroimaging implicit processes intentionality and phenomenal volition schizophrenia social cognition
and the phenomenal self contributors jackie andrade ansgar beckermann david j chalmers francis crick
antonio r damasio gerald m edelman dominic ffytche hans flohr n p franks vittorio gallese melvyn a
goodale valerie gray hardcastle beena khurana christof koch w r lieb erik d lumer thomas metzinger kelly
j murphy romi nijhawan joëlle proust antti revonsuo gerhard roth thomas schmidt wolf singer giulio
tononi

Consciousness: A Very Short Introduction
2017-10-12

neuroethics is a recent field of study with an increasingly widening scope more than any other such a
discipline could act as a central aggregator for the new knowledge on human beings that is emerging
from contemporary neuroscience and its very relevant ethical social and legal implications this volume
provides an updated overview of the theoretical perspectives and empirical research related to
neuroethics the eight chapters offer a cross section of a lively debate that will surely serve as the focus
of scientific cultural and political reflection in years to come

Cambridge Handbook of Psychology, Health and Medicine
2007-08-23

massimo marraffa and cristina meini re connect the psychology of identity with its philosophical roots in
this study they trace the contemporary problem of the self to john locke and william james foundational
theories on personal identity by integrating the philosophy of identity with empirical and
neuropsychological research marraffa and meini provide an original synthesis of multidisciplinary
conceptions of the self the developmental psychology of personal identity builds on chomsky inspired
developmental psychology jean piaget s constructivism lev vygotskij s sociocultural perspective on



development and john bowlby s attachment theory in this theoretical framework the book draws on the
data of the psychological sciences to reconstruct the trajectory of the self as a lockean person i e as
morally responsible agent the authors link the birth of self consciousness through the body and emotions
to the construction of a narrative self their combination of philosophy and cognitive sciences makes an
important contribution to multiple disciplines concerned with personal identity it provokes new routes to
understanding identity and self autobiographical memory and personality

Neural Correlates of Consciousness
2000

The Impact of Virtual and Augmented Reality on Individuals
and Society
2019-10-24

健康行動と健康教育
2006-10

Frontiers in Neuroethics
2016-02-08

The Developmental Psychology of Personal Identity
2024-03-21
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